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Executive summary
France has the inputs and demand necessary to grow a data services/AI cluster. Its
startup, investment and product development activity create a strong platform.

It lacks internationally competitive related industries, has an uncompetitive data privacy
policy, and faces structural economic problems. Its high-potential MNC client base could
play a stronger role in technology adoption.
Recommendations at this stage: in order to grow this cluster, it will need to:
A. Finalize, fund and implement its AI national strategy under the next government,
instituting clear accountability mechanisms
B. Actively push data policy in EU institutions’ agenda with aim of reconciling
competitiveness, privacy protection and need for European harmonization
C. Create a nexus between its human and innovation capital and its pool of MNC
customers. In particular, push its MNCs toward new data services and AI through a
public-private research lab (e.g. South Korea), training and collaboration
Source: team analysis

AI in France — bis repetita placent?
Although riding on a new wave, AI is not new
2d Winter

Birth

AI in the era of big data

Boom

Heyday
1st
winter

Renewal

And in the boom of 1985, a first report discussed the assets and challenges of the AI cluster in France

In this new era for AI, does the 1985 assessment
still hold? Has the French (and Ile-de-France)
cluster managed to adapt?

(1) source: wikipedia.com, team analysis
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France’s competitiveness is driven by high productivity, diversified
production and a large economy, but suffers from structural deficiencies
Solid basics

…but Structural Deficiencies

▪

World’s 5th largest GDP at $2.8TRN

▪

High Unemployment: 10.1% on Q3 2016

▪

Diversified economy: Well included in the EU economy, strong assets
in Agriculture, top industry (aerospace, defense, construction) and
services (banking, tourism…)

▪

Rigid structure of the economy slows growth, with highly complex
legal and administrative framework

▪

High public spending, debt and fiscal pressure: Public spending ratio
to GDP equals 57% (OECD’s second highest to Finland)

▪

Worryingly high and growing trade deficit

▪

France is ranked 7th worldwide for hourly productivity(1);

▪

High standard of living (See figure A)

Competitiveness highlights
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▪ []
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Structural rigidities

(1) source: Businessfrance.com

▪

France is the world’s 7th largest exporter of goods and 6th largest of service(1)

▪

Main value creation stems from services – Hospitality, Technical services and real estate

▪

Industry is fed by agro food, water treatment and manufacture of goods of equipment

▪

France is Europe’s second largest economy

▪

4th largest largest cumulative FDI stock in Europe, 7th in the world

▪

Europe’s leading recipient for foreign investments in industry for the last 15 year

▪

Complex investment and administrative procedures between central and local administrations

▪

High labor cost and highly rigid labor market

▪

Tax burden at an ever high, and extremely volatile, discouraging external VC investments
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From endowments to macro and microeconomic environments, various factors
underpin France’s competitiveness in AI
Microeconomic environment

Quality of the business environment
•
Important aids and credits for startups and
dedicated government funding
•
High hiring rigidity and costs

State of cluster development
•
Public research self-organized around
1989 with a new impulse in 2017
•
The entrepreneurial world started selforganizing 2-3 years ago
•
The French State has shifted to
considering AI a focus 6 months ago

Sophistication of company operations and
strategy —
•
AI endeavours remain either small startups
(crossing the chasm in France proves
hard), export themselves abroad, or are
led by French MNCs with strong riskaverse tendencies

Macroeconomic environment
Sound monetary and fiscal policies
•
Tax reforms favoring entrepreneurship
•
Low interest rates by ECB

Human development and effective public
institutions
•
Strong skillsets developed through
France’s math-intensive curriculums
•
French public institutions’ e-administration
rank 1st in EU and 4th globally, with public
experience in digital strategies since 2013

Endowments
EUR 20bn from BPI on tech investments. The part dedicated to AI is not clearly defined, while the allocation to tech investment reach EUR 5.5bn since 2012.

Source: team analysis

At first sight, strong multinational companies and highly-skilled scientists
position France well for AI
Strategy & Structure: (Negative)
+ Strong IP, Business Regulations
- Uncompetitive Data Privacy Policy
- Uncompetitive Tax Regime

Input Conditions: (Strong Positive)
+ Human Capital
+ Investment Capital
+ Science & Tech Infrastructure
+ Location in EU

Demand Conditions: (Positive)
+ Large French MNCs
+ Access to EU Market
+ Compliance w/ EU Regs
- Demand may seek US alternatives

Related & Supporting Industries: (Negative)
- Tech/Software/Data/Cloud Industries
- High Competition from US, others
- Will need to find alternative route
Source: team analysis
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Structural deficiencies remain to be addressed but recent State-led efforts to digitalize have
familiarized public players with digital strategies and are expected to have strong impact on growth
Direct financing
▪

Legal incentives

Central authorities have invested directly in data science through:

▪

▪

Long term investments: In 2009, the government has acted the
investment of EUR 47bn in 2,500 projects deemed strategic
(most stemming around data). So far, EUR 37 bn were invested.
The sourcing was made by a highly skilled bipartisan
commission

▪

Tax incentive: up to 30% of R&D expenses are directly deductible from
corporate taxes, while an additional tax credit (CII) was created for SMEs

▪

Macron law in 2016 acted on:

France’s sovereign fund
▪

▪

Liberalization of state data to public sector

▪

Data privacy and platform neutrality

▪

Inernet access for everyone

Tax reform on entrepreneurship (acted after massive entrepreneurs
protests)

Investment bodies
11
▪

▪

[ ] BPI France

Funded in 2012 after the merger of the Sovereign fund of the fund for Innovation, BPI France is
the France’s sovereign fund investment arm

▪

BPI was commissioned to fund innovation. It had committed more than EUR 20bn in equity, debt,
export financing as well as debt guarantee by year end 2016

21

▪

+0.5% impact
on GDP by 2020
according to
OECD

Acted in 2006, the Competitiveness clusters were acted with direct funding from government and
agencies

Cluster – PIA
▪

14 world class clusters were identified, with cumulated EUR 1.7bn of public funding around 445

R&D projects

31

▪

French Tech

French government created body that aims at gathering all stakeholders in the tech innovation
and provide them support

▪

Funded In 2013, French Tech provides funding, but also legal, technical and promotional support.

http://www.vie-publique.fr/actualite/panorama/texte-discussion/projet-loi-pour-republique-numerique.html
BPIfrance annual report

But what does it mean for
the data services / AI
cluster?
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France: Data Privacy Regulations are at the crux of the sector’s future
competitiveness
Data policy is instrumental in Computer Science
and AI competitiveness

USA
Permissive

Data

CS / AI

Source: team analysis

FRANCE
Protective

France has no good answer to the dilemma
between data protection and competitiveness

Permissive model
•Could the government
convince the French
public? Currently unlikely.
•Most Privacy Policy gets
set at the EU-level, which
makes change even more
difficult.
•Changing the policy to
mirror the US would not
create a competitive
advantage, only parity at
best.

Protective model
•French firms would
struggle to achieve scale if
the government reduces
scale by erecting barriers
around national data
•Isolation ≠ Innovation.
French firms need to play
on the global level in
order to become globally
competitive.

Data Services have been set by EU and French institutions as a strategic sector but
face a strong competition from the USA and lack neighboring activities
Policies for a Knowledge Economy

•Lisbon agenda:
•“...the most competitive and
dynamic knowledge-based
economies in the world…”
•French policy (Macron Law)
•Liberal reforms in attempt to
spur growth, especially in
knowledge-based industries
•Data Services connections with highvalue industries
•Connects to cloud computing,
artificial intelligence, and other
sectors at the cutting edge
•Prevent cannibalization of French
MNCs
•If local companies do not expand
into this area, others will

Source: team analysis

Competition with the USA

Over the last several decades, the US
built an advantage in hardware and then
built upon that strength as it expanded
into other tech industries. Now, Asian
companies have followed the US lead,
and France/Europe still have very little
activity.
• Hardware (Major players: Intel, HP,
Apple. Asian companies).
•Software (US has 9 of Top 10.
Exception is SAP, Germany.)
•Data Services (Google, Facebook,
Acxiom)
•Cloud Computing (Top 4 in W. Europe:
Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM)

Can France leverage its networks?

How does France achieve its goals for a
knowledge based economy and develop
industries like data services and AI
despite its disadvantages in other tech?
•Porter: Created clusters and
subclusters by evaluating covariance
•Hausmann: Calculates
proximity/distance using
Pr(concurrence)
•In short: The probability of adding a
new industry is positively correlated
with activity in neighboring industries
•For France: It must leverage its large,
data-generating MNCs to create
sufficient connections. It can approach
this cluster from a different direction
than directly through other tech.

The State’s involvement in the cluster strategy represents a watershed in
the history of AI in France and a methodological tour de force
The US was the first country to draw a national AI strategy in 2016...
•
•
•
May to Oct. 2016

AI is understood as a geo-economic asset:
China’s lead is clearly mentioned as a threat and
the US vows to track other countries’ progress in AI
An all-around understanding of AI: both the
research and the commercial importance of AI is
stressed and incorporated in the strategic reflection
A sense of urgency emerges: in less than six
months, with multiple workshops and the
publication of 2 official reports, a national AI
strategy was drawn. Implementation quickly
followed suit.

… Along with South Korea…

… After reshaping the innovation environment in 2016, China is today
drafting a comprehensive AI strategy...

•

•

•

In May 2016, a strategy to help private corporations push innovation
further: the Chinese government launched an extensive innovation
programme including dedicated funding, identification of major projects
and international cooperation
Limited public research funding complementing huge private-led
efforts: USD 150m public funds dedicated to AI at the Academy for
Sciences on top of multiple billions invested by private companies e.g.
Baidu
In S1-2017, acknowledging the need for an articulated public-sector
AI strategy: after calls from members of Parliament, the Chinese
government has announced the drafting of a national AI strategy

… France is the 1st European country to follow suit with its own strategy
but it has yet to be funded and implemented
•

•

•
August 2016

Source: team analysis

•

An AI strategy riding on a national history of
R&D investments: Korea has the highest R&D
budget as a percentage of GDP along with
Singapore (close to 1%) focused on strategic
innovative research
Heavy investment and strong public-private
collaboration: USD 1bn from 2016 to 2020,
A designated governance: abc

•

Example of a priority action
fact sheet

Jan. to March 2017

•

A general awakening of political institutions to
AI: French Senate held hearings on AI in Jan. 2017
A collaborative ideation process led by the
French government: 500+ across-the-board
experts and stakeholders collaborated in 17
ideation workshops to identify priority action items
A certain degree of prioritization but an
uncertain sequel: each priority action item was
detailed and costed, but operationalization remains
to be defined. The strategy is not yet budgeted, its
implementation roadmap and governance not yet
drafted

Testing France’s recent national AI strategy highlights need for follow-through
1○
2○
3○

4○

5○
6○

7○
8○
9○

Does the strategy articulate a distinctive position for the country or region?
➤ Unclear: no clear priority or model has emerged (notwithstanding the need for across-the-board measures, is the priority Defense-centric, entrepreneurcentric, university-centric…?)
Does the strategy build on existing or potential strengths?
➤ Yes: sounds education base, solid companies (both domestic and international), but the links remain at this stage to be strengthened. Government staged
a formal strategy for AI in January 2017 and communicated it clearly to stakeholders
Are social and political reforms integrated with economic reforms and pursued simultaneously? Do the policy priorities fit the strategy?
➤ Unclear: coordinated social and political reforms took place trying to merge universities in knowledge clusters, liberalize business laws and tax regimes
and digitalize the economy...but it’s not enough to provide coherent support to the IA strategy specifically (data privacy, small business act, public
investments are missing). China, the USA and South Korea had a more holistic approach.
Is the private sector engaged?
➤ Current insiders are engaged: Entrepreneurs and GAFA have been consulted and have participated in the strategy workshops
➤ Current outsiders not as much: In French MNCs, innovation directors rather than strategy directors or other executives were involved the drafting of the
strategy. While it makes sense, it may point at a chasm in adoption of AI in large corporates.
Has the strategy been communicated clearly to all stakeholders?
➤ Pending -- action items have been identified but remain to be prioritized, funded and communicated.
Is there the political will and the political consensus to implement the strategy?
➤ Partial -- No political consensus on Data privacy and tax reforms, but political consensus on the need to develop AI cluster.
➤ Dependent on presidential elections (May 2017) and the next government.
Is government organized around the strategy? Is there an overall coordinating structure for economic development?
➤ Unclear. Government created IA France on January 20th 2017, a embryonic coordinating structure which in collaboration with BPI France may focus
significant public resources. Its mission statement and funding remains uncertain at this point.
Is the quality of governmental agencies and other institutions sufficient for effective implementation?
➤ Quality of governmental agencies is mostly good, but past digital endeavours have sometimes fallen short of expectations with a lack of accountability
(e.g. BPI) and recurrent criticisms of being PR-focused rather than bringing about structural changes
Are there mechanisms to measure progress and review / modify the strategy as prosperity improves or conditions change?
➤ Mechanisms to measure progress are yet to be formalized, although a white paper has been approved with clear (but often immeasurable) targets on
January 20th 2017

Source: team analysis
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While public organizations support “digital economy” with limited accountability, the AI
sector has mostly self-organized itself through rallying structures

Private supporting organizations
Incubators and
accelerators with AI focus

Public supporting organizations

Meetups and associations

Umbrella organization
Immense impulse given by the French
government to AI under junior minister
A. Lemaire, her technical advisor N.
Ackerman, and minister T. Mandon.

Funding organization
Startups
world
+>20K memberships to French AI groups on Facebook
Hyperactive grassroots organizations with strong rallyingcapacity leaders (often AI-savvy VCs). VCs have the
relationship with the industry clients.
“Incubators and accelerators
are plenty and sufficiently
knowledgeable and
connected to make a
difference,” many
entrepreneurs and VCs
confirmed.

Source: team analysis

Research
world

AfIA is the one association coordinating the 50+ research
institutions. Under a new impulse in 2017, it has focused on
bolstering its rallying capacity and its link with the industry
(new “Colleges” created and research competitions).

Although BPIfrance has massive funds,
“they know little of AI and follow other
investors almost blindly,” one VC told
us: “it maintains some startups doomed
to fail on a drip while their founders
could go on contribute to other
endeavours”
Internationalization organization
In our interviews, the accountability of the
public efforts (notably “La FrenchTech”)
to help startup internationalize was
questioned -- “it’s just branding; foreign
investors are looking for national success
stories, not a brand,” one VC told us. An
entrepreneur added: “it is VCs who help
internationalize.”
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The startup scene offers promise, with growing funding, strong
geographic synergies, successful internationalizations and a large
breadth of capabilities
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French AI startups raised 7x time more in 2016 than in 2013 and collects below 4% of global
AI startup funding, in spite of an upwards trend
AI startup funding by geography, 2016 in % of global amount

Source: CB Insights, FranceisAI.com, team analysis

French AI startup funding, 2012-2016 in mUSD and in % of global amount

Geographic synergies are strong and internationalisation has been successful, both in the
US and in Europe
French AI startups geographic presence
Domestic presence, 2017

International presence, # of open offices in 2017

Source: FranceisAI.com, team analysis; note: AI startups with at least seed funding

Focus on geo-location of French AI startups in Paris, 2017

Despite the small size of the the current French AI ecosystem, it shows a surprisingly
large breadth of AI capabilities

Source: FranceisAI.com; note: all startups regardless of funding stage
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Corporate, associative and public AI R&D do not yet provide a distinct
competitive advantage but contribute to making France a definite
player in the game
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Public and associative AI R&D is strong but not to the point it constitutes a distinct
competitive edge to France’s position
Indicators suggest France’s public AI R&D is active, not distinctive

30 years later, public AI R&D remains scattered
In 1985, a report on AI in France highlighted:

AI article publications1, Total #, 2012-2016

CAGR2
2012-15

2015-16

2%

5%

15%

7%

6%

5%

3%

11%

2%

7%

4%

10%

-4%

6%

-5%
10%

5%

-

An Audition of AI experts by the French Senate in January 2017
allowed the same conclusions to emerge: French research would
benefit from being less “siloed” and “scattered”
One of our interviewees mentioned; ‘INRIA does not speak to CNRS,
which in turn does not speak to ENS…”

Strong associative R&D initiatives is a boon with unclear spillovers
•

8%

•
While the # of
publications does
not take into
account their quality
or impact, its offers
interesting
suggestions

•
•
•

As for many other countries, the publications of AI articles by French
researchers has seen a strong acceleration in 2015-16
It is not enough for France to emerge as a leader and in no way
parallels France’s massive (and often population-disproportionate) lead in
other scientific realms e.g. Fields medals
All the same, France and the EU are definitely in the game: overall but
also in articles per capita, EU ranks behind the US, before China

•

Founded by Frenchman David
Cournapeau as a Google
Summer of Code project
Today used all over the world,
approx. 25% of French in the
most active contributors
Founded by French university
ENS Cachan, IPOL is a
repository of Image Processing
algorithms.

Creates
knowledge,
fosters
connections,
but spillovers
are hard to
measure and
benchmark

Note: (1) from database query of peer-reviewed journals, under topics: “AI” or “artificial intelligence”, filtered by country of origin, all languages included (2) Compound annual growth rate
Source: Web of Science Core Collection (1), team analysis

Studying the footprint of the top AI companies in the world suggests France’s ability to create
and attract top private research centers does not constitute a competitive edge either
Country location of the 13 companies with the top AI capabilities in the world1, as of Apr. 2017

•
•

Total
companies
established
,#

inc.
national
champions,
#

•

Reserves can be emitted at the MIT
ranking: both its methodology and its
cutoff.
Factoring in FTE per research center
would be a powerful addition to this
analysis.
Even so, it seems reasonable to
suggest:

●
●

France ranks high in its ability to attract
private labs but not so distinctly it would
create a competitive advantage
France clearly lags in its ability to create
private research champions

inc. foreign
companies
attracted, #

Note: companies like Fujitsu and Haiwu, although present in Paris, are not listed in the top AI corporations and therefore not included in this analysis
Source: MIT 2016 Ranking of top AI companies (1) i.e. Baidu, Tesla, Alphabet, NVidia, Enlitic, Facebook, Didi Chuxing, Microsoft, Fanuc, Improbable, Bosch, Line, IBM; team analysis
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Skills are strong and local talent pool is large, despite claims of ‘brain
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Skills are strong and local talent pool is large, despite claims of brain drain
A strong science and mathematics education…

USA

x14

France

x13

Russia

x9

… that translates into world-renowned AI researchers…

13 French mathematicians have
been awarded Fields medals,
making it the 2d nation after the
USA

…structured around a strong cluster of universities

…and a sizeable talent pool; the claimed ‘brain drain’ is difficult to substantiate at this point

e.g. cluster university “Université Paris-Saclay”

x7

9 GRANDES ECOLES

x 6.5

3 UNIVERSITIES

RESEARCH INSTITUTES

• The local talent pool has the critical mass for a competitive cluster with around 1,000 profiles
with AI skills and 7,000 with CS skills located in Ile-de-France
• ‘Brain drain’ seems limited in quantity — quality is hard to assess — given local-to-US skill ratio
• Although undeniably, all successful exits of French AI startups have taken place in the US, and
resulting in a loss of talents
Source: FranceisAI.com, team analysis
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Customers - Large French MNCs are potentially the biggest consumer of Data
Services/AI. There is some activity, but the MNCs are not at the cutting edge.
French MNCs are indeed turning to AI in partnerships or small acquisitions
Finance (example)
•
•

Insurance (example)
France is the 2d
European
country in
terms of
number of
Fortune 500
companies,
representing a
strong potential
for in-house AI

•
•

Acquired RegTech startup Fortia Financial Solutions in
2017
More acquisitions sourced from London-based accelerator
L39 than Paris-based orgs
Perceived by many interviewees as particularly advanced in
terms of innovation amongst French MNCs including for AI
Created a research fund for AI and big data projects
(unknown impact)

Energy (example)
•
•

Conducts Autonomous Robot for Gas and Oil Sites
(ARGOS) Challenge
No other mention of AI on corporate website / press
releases

Healthcare (example)
•
•

Working with IBM’s Watson to find new targets for FDA
approved drugs
Created a JV with Alphabet’s Verily to use data/AI to create
diabetes treatment

Cosmetics (example)
•
•

Exploring AI-powered beauty consulting and services
Partnering with Founders Factory to actively seek
opportunities in BeautyTech

Hurdles remain
Mindsets and skillsets
•
The proportion of ICT specialists in French
companies is much lower vs. UK or Estonia,
perhaps limiting the spread of knowledge
•
Short-sighted solution-seeking and funding
seems to prevail in French C-level MNC
executives. An interviewee summed up the
perspective: “we have no interest in tech for the
sake of tech”.
•
French MNCs are characteristically risk-averse
when it comes to new tech:
○
“We talked with EDF for 9 months while
they figured out whether uploading data on
the cloud was secure!”
○
“Big corporates want to make sure a startup
is financially stable and self-sufficient
before it contracts them. As a result, only
large American contractors get in.”
○
“One of France’s leading consumer
company just signed its first SAAS contract
in its history S1-17”
Translates into weakers ambitions
•
Unlike some international competitors (e.g. Bosch),
AI comes at the margin: “it is more often cosmetics
than a real strategy,” one interviewee said.
•
Very few aim for organic in-house research
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Executive summary
France has the inputs and demand necessary to grow a data services/AI cluster. Its
startup, investment and product development activity create a strong platform.

It lacks internationally competitive related industries, has an uncompetitive data privacy
policy, and faces structural economic problems. Its high-potential MNC client base could
play a stronger role in technology adoption.
Recommendations at this stage: in order to grow this cluster, it will need to:
A. Finalize, fund and implement its AI national strategy under the next government,
instituting clear accountability mechanisms
B. Actively push data policy in EU institutions’ agenda with aim of reconciling
competitiveness, privacy protection and need for European harmonization
C. Create a nexus between its human and innovation capital and its pool of MNC
customers. In particular, push its MNCs toward new data services and AI through a
public-private research lab (e.g. South Korea), training and collaboration
Source: team analysis

Appendices

Low concentration of expert tech knowledge in French corporations perhaps explains
the lack of traction given to local AI startups

Source: Digital Scoreboard by the European Commission

France has a very active AI Research both public and private, attracting international technology companies

Source: franceisai.com

Top education institutions

Public research stems around machine learning

